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U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission )
ATTNt Docun.ent Control Desk
Washing, ton, D.C. 20555
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TENNESSEE VALLEY AUT110RITY - SEQUOYAH NULLEAR PIAN * UNIT 1 - DOCKET
NO. 50-327 - FACILITY OPERATING LICENSE DPR-77 - LICENSEE EVENT LEPORT
(LER) 50-327/9M21, REVISION 2

The enclosed LER is being revised to update the corrective' action
associated with the event. The LER concerns a Unit I reactor trip on

.

September 14, 1990. This LER was originally reported in accordance with
10 CFR 50.73(a)(2)(iv) on October 15, 1990.

Ravised portions of the LER are annotated by vertical bara in the
right-hand margin.
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. L. Wilson
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i U.S, Nuclear Regulatory Commission;
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May 12, 1992 g

,

cc (Enclosuro):
'

INPO Records Center
Instituto of Nuclear Power Operat. ions
1100 circle 75 Parkway, Suate 1500
Atlanta, Georgia 30339

Hr. D. E. LaBarge, Project Manager ,

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission;
'

One White Flint, North
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, Maryland 20852

N90 Resident Inspector
Sequoyah Nuclear Flaut
2600 Igou P4, ty Road
Soddy-Daisy. Tennessee 3*/379

Mr. B. A. Wilson. Project Chief
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Regica II
?91 Marietta Stree* . NW, Suite 2900
' clanta, Georgia 30323.
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This LER la being revised to update the corrective action resulting from continued
eval ua t it,. of the event. On Septe nber 14, 1990, with Unit 1 in Mode 1, a reactor trip
occurred at 1613 Eastern daylight time. The trip was generated from a low-low steam
generator water level signal in 1,oop 2. The inw level was the result of a feedwater
transient initiated by the failure of a vital inverter. The inverter failure occurred
after the et>mpletion of maintenance activities on the inverter and during the transfer
of the inverter from its maintenance power supply to its normal power supply. During
the transfer, the inverter output voltage dropped to zero because of the failure of the
inverter's sili<:on-controlled rectifiers. This deenergized the 1-11 vital instrument
power board. The loss of power resulted in the main feedwater regulator valves closing
and the main feedwater pumps dropping to minimum speed. This reduced feedwater flow toall four steam generators. Plant systems responded properly an6 the shutdown posed no
danger to plant employees or the general public. The unit was stabilized in accordancewith plant procedures. The vital inverter was repaired and returned to service on
September 15. 1990.
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Ot. September 14, 1990, with Unit 1 in Mode 1 (98 peteent reactor power, 2235 pounds per
square inch gauge [psig], and reactor coolant system [RCS) average temperature
577 degrees Fahrenheit (F)), a reactor trip occurred at 1613 Eastern daylight time
(EDT). The trip signal was generated from a low-low steam generator water level si nni6
in Loop 2 (EIIS Code JC), which was the result of a feedwater transient initiated by I
the f ailure of a vital inverter in the 120-volt (V), alternating current (ac) j
instrument power distribution system (EIIS Code EF). (Refer to Updatei Final e,fety I

Analysis Report (UFSAR) Figure 8.1.2-2.)

On September 14, 1990, two Transmission and Customer Service (TfOS) technicians were r
' assigned to perform Work Re yest (WR) C011313 on Voltmeter 1-FJ-220-QM2-E, which is ;

located on 1-Il vital Inverter. The inverter is located on the Unit 1 side of
Elevation 749 in the auxiliary building 480V electric board room.

The inverter was removed from service at 1123 EDT for the replacement of the inverter
output voltmeter. Pemoval of the inverter f rom service required entry in Technical
Specification Limiting Co:- ition for Operailon Action 3.8.2.1. The 1-II 120V ac vital
instrument power board, which is normally powered irea the 1-11 vital inverter, was
transferred to its maintenance power source (1-B 120V ac instrument power distribution
panel).

After completion of WR 0011313 at 1530 EDT, the Unit 1 assistant shift operations
supervisor (ASOS) procaeded to return the inverter to service using System Operating
Instruction (SOI) 250.1 "120V AC Vital Instrument Power." During one of the recovery
steps, the ASOS discove.ad the inverter precharge light would not illuminate as
required by procedure. The T&CS engineer checked the precharge voltage with a
voltmeter and found it to be correct at approximately 136V ac. A system em,,ineer was
notified to also verify correct precharge voltage. At 1600 EDT the precharge voltnge
was found to be approximately 130V ac. The system engineer determined that the
precharge lamp was burned out and made the recommendation to proceed with the
restoration of the inverter to service. The ASOS agreed, and the 1 % rter energized as
expected.

During subsequent steps to transfer 1-II vital instrument power board from maintenance
to normal (to 1-II inverter) the inverter failed, resulting in the 1-11 vital
instrument power board becoming deenergized. This was most likely caused by the
prolonged paralleling of the normal and maintenance sourr:es. The transfer switch is a
make-bef ore-break-type switch, and during transfer, there. is a time interval where the
normal and maintenance supplies are tied together.

According to the inverter vendor, thin' inverter is designed to crerate in parallel with
the maintenance source for only a short period (4 to 8 milliseconds). Testing has
identified that the inverter was paralleled with the maintenance supply for a longer
period of time (44 to b2.5 milliseconds) as a result of the operating characteristics
of the make-before-break switch. .During this period of time, the circulating currents
generated between the inverter and maintenance source became too large for the h verter,

!
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silicon-controlled rectifiers (SCRs) to handle. This ccused the SCRs to fail, which
opened the direct-current (d:) input fuse to the inverter bridge. Because the
magnitude of the circulating currents is a function of the phase of the ac signal at
the time of switch operation, not all transfers will induce SCR failures.

The ASOS frinnediately rt cognired the loss of voltage as indicated by a potential lamp
end a voltmeter and transferred the 1-11 120V ac vital power board back to the
maintenance supply. . Tie inverter was in o falltd mode with the input of the constant {voltage transformer (Q ., shorted by the SCRs. This shorted CVT caused high current on
the output side of the CVT, opening the ac output circuit fuses.

The loads that are supplied by the 1-11 120V ac vital instrument power board are shown
on SQN UFSAR Figure 8.3.1-30. Dur#g the period that the 1-11 120V ac vital instrument
powet board was doenorgized (approxirately eight seconds), the following feedwater
circuits and componentr. vete without buer.

Process Control Grm*;. 'O Flow controller (FC) f or ',oop ? regulator valve (references
UIdAR Figure 10.4.7-5)

Process Protection Set II: Feedflow and ateamflow inputs to main feedpump speed
controller and regulator valve positioner (references UFSAR
Section 7.7.1.7)

Plugmold Instrtunent Bus 2 Flow indicating controllers (FICs) for Loops 1, 3, and 4
(Panel 1-M-3) (references UFSAR Figures 10.4.7-5 and 6), and tnain feed

pwnp turbine master speed controllers and speed indicating
controllers.

With the loss of power to these corr.ponents, the main feedpumps would have cropped to
minimum speed decreasing'feedwater pressure and flow. In addition, Loops 1, 3, and 4
regulator valves would Mve begun drifting closed and Loop 2 regulator valve would have
hogun driving closed. These actions would rapidly result in a loss of steam ger:erator
level with the reactor at full power.

After power was restored to the 1-11 vital instrument power board, the Loops 1, 3
and 4 regulator valves began to reopen to restore feedwater flow to Loops 1, 3, and 4.
The fact that these loops responded was because only the main control room FIC lost its
power. The FIC fcr these loops is a one-to-one repeater of the flow cuntrollers
located in the process control groups for each loop. Because tha flow controllers did
not lose their power, the FICs responded to their inputs as soon as power was restored.

The Loop 2 regulator valve continued to close af ter power was restored due to the
effect o1 dynamics associated with controller reset and possible electronic saturation
of the controllers. During the power loss, the main control room FIC was powered but.*

the flow controllers, feedflow, steam flow, and the-level controller inputs for the
Loop 2 #C were without power. During this time 'the FIC tried to match the FC output
(zero). Once power was restored, the protection set inputs for feedflow and steamflow

.

'
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did not return to normal for approximately 10 seconds because of Eagle 21 requirins up
to 10 seconds to reinttialize the analoF channels. This resulted in the Loop 2
regulator valve FC driving (reset action) to the fully-closed position until the inputs
stabilized.

The main feedptunp turbines continued to operate at ruinimum speed af ter power was
restored due to the valves caesing the speed program to see a high dif ferential
pressure. As a result, the icvels in all four steam generators dropped from an initial
level of approximately 44 percent to approximately 20 percent of narrow ronge within
25 seconds after the inverter failed. The Loop 2 oter7 generator water level reached
the low-low trip setpoint of 13 percent of narrow range approximately 30 seconds af ter
the inverter failed.

After the trip, Operations personnel ret m ded using emergency procedures E-0, " Reactor
Trip or Safety injection," ES-0.1, "R m e, **'s k ,conse," and Generel Operating
Instruction (GO')-3, " Plant Shutdown ) - or til- Lon to Cold Shatdown," to stabilize
the unit. The p! ant steam dump contrt. Untea M we SE) operated as expected.

'

The auxiliary feedwater (AFW) (Ells Coos E r w wir ed on a main 1%vdwater (MFM)
isolation which occurred as designed af ter ua trip when Tavs decreased to
550 degrees F and began injecting greater than 440 ge11c'1s per minute (gal / min) to each
eteam generator. Manual control of AIV was ta w when Tayg decreased to less than 547
degrees F in accordance with ES-0.1. Under nat.ual control, the turbine-driven AfN pump
(TDAFWP) was ramped to minimum speed, and the motor-driven AIV valves were placed in
manual bypass to control flow to each steam generator at 120 spm. The APW 1evel
control valves (LCVs) performed as expected. Ilowever, Loop 2 steam generator was
slower in recovering normal level because it had reached a lower level than Loops 1, 3,
and 4 as a result of the Loop 2 process control circuit saturation effect coupled with
controller reset after power was lost and then restored.

The inverter failure and subsequent reactor trip resulted in several other occurrences
of lesser magnitude in the plant. These occurrences are stuumarized below along with
actions taken to address them.

A Unit 1 containment ventilation isolation, an auxiliary building isolation, and a
Control Building inointion occurred within seconde previoun to the reactor trip. These
isolations were caused as a result o' power failures on the associated radiation
monitors. The isolations were verit ud to have occurred as designed, and the affected
systems were subsequently realigned to' normal in accordance with the appropriate
procedures.

Subsequent to the reactor trip the balance-of-plant, operator observed Loop _2 steam-
generator Power-Operated Relief Valve (PORV) 1-POV-1-12 remaining open.- The PORV had
opened when steam pressure increased following the turbine trip. -The operator _ adjusted - i

~

1-PIC-1-13 from 85 pere,ut to approximately 89 percent before the PORV closed.
Subsequent maintenence troubleshooting. determined that the output voltage.from
1-P10-1-13 was 1sw. The controller was recalibrated and returned to service.

NRC fom 36h(6-89)
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The No. 3 heater cirain tank (IIDT) ICVs 1-14V-6-106 A and B appeared to exhibit erratic
performance during, the transient. The valves were discovered to be binding, and were
repaired prior to returning the unit to service. j

Main Bank Transformer 1A sudden pressure relay actuated three minutes after the reactor
trip causing a high pressure fire protection sprinkler actuation signal to be
generated. Ilowever, the sprinkler system was isolated for maintenance on leaking i
valves and did not actuate. '

The reactor trip Bypass Breaker A was observed to be blowing fuses after the reactor i

trip. Electrical Engineering and Electrical Maintenance investigated the cause and
found the inertia latch on the breaker was not tripping. The breaker was serviced, and i

Maintenance Instruction 10.9.2, " Bypass Trip Breaker Type DB50 Inspection Associated
with System 99," was performed to verify proper breaker operation.'

The Unit 2 main turbine oil tank sprinkler system actuated during the undervoltage
condition on the 1-11 120V ac vital instrument power board. The turbine building
auxiliary unit operator verified that the sprinkler actuation was not needed and
isolated the sprinkler system. The Fire Protection Unit was notified and a fire watch
was established.

The control room operator inadverteutly reset the "first-out" annunciator when clearing
his board to ensure he was not missing new alarms. No one noticed which annunciator
had becu lit. Subsequently, the investigation team used the sequence of events
recorder to determine the event sequence. +

During the posttrip review of the sequence of events computer printout and the
postmortem computer printout, the posttrip review team members determined that the
F-250 computer did not provide a complete sequence of events. Numerous bistable trips
and resets from Protection Set II were not recorded, one of which war reactor trip
breaker operation. The ramifications of this aspect of the event have been examined,
and corrective actions have been taken.

CAUSEcRE._EYENT

The root cause of the reactor trip is attributed-to the failure of the 1-II vital
inverter because of a problem not anticipated in design. Operating characteristics of
the transfer switch on 1-Il vital instrument board caused an SCR failure and
subsequently a loss of the vital inverter output. The failure of this inverter
initiated the feedwater transient, which resulted in the low-low level in Loop 2 steam
generator.

i
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ANALYSIS _0LEVENT

This event is being reported in accordance with 10 CFR 50.73(a)(2)(iv) as a reactor
protection system actuation that was not part of a preplanned sequence. As shown by
the following discussion of plant response during and after the trip, plant systems and
parameters bohnved in a manner consistent with the responses described in Ll'e SQN
UFSAR. Consequently, it can be concluded that there were no adverse consequences to
the health and safety of plant personnel or the general public as a result of this
event.

RCS_hesaurn

Prior to the event, RCS pressure was at or near 2235 psig. When the reactor trip
occurred, the pressurizer pressure dropped to approximately 2050 psig within
one minute. Pressure recovered to 2250 peig within the following 30 minutes. The
decrease in pressure can ' e attributed to the cooldown.- As discussed in the UFSAR
Section 15.2.8, the AIN system was capable of removing enough residual heat to prevent
overpressurization of the RCS. During the cooldown transient, pressurizer pressure
decreased from approximately 2235 to 20508 pressure was returned to normal in
approximately 45 minutes.

RCLIemperaturn

Pretrip average temperature (Tavg) was at 577 degrees F. Posttrio Tavg declined to
approximately 545 dettees F. The operator worked within the' guidelines of ES-0.1 to
control overcooling. Tavs stabilized at approximately 548 degrees F.

' llentup_and_Cooldown_Lital_ts

Technical specifications limit the RCS cooldown rate to 100 degrees F in any one hour
time period. This limit was not exceeded. The cooldown rate in this case was
33 degrees F per hour (578 to 545 degrees F in the first hour). No heatup was
experienced during the event.

Eendwater_Elow

FlIN flow was reduced on Loopa 1. 3. and 4 by.the loss of power to the steam generator
level controllers. Fower was returned to the-level controllers -in approximately nine
seconds and water level recovery was initiated by the controllers. As a result of the
power loss, Steam Generator 2 regulator valve-cegan reducing the water level to match-
the level programmed value of 33 percent. Itowever, the water level in Steam

.

Generator 2 did not recover sufficiently after power was returned to the controllers to
prevent the trip. The reason for. this 1s believed to he caused by Loop 2 process
control circuit saturation and the effect of: dynamics associated with controller reset
after power was lost and then restored.

~
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The AlH system performed as designed. Flow to the steam generators from AIN continued
at greater than 440 gal / min for each steem generator as expected while steam generator
levels romained below 33 percent. Manual control of AIN was taken by the operators in
accordance with ES-0.1.

Etcam E oy
,

!

Steam flow pretrip was at an expected value of ite.6 x 10E06_ pounds per hour and dropped
rapidly upon the reactor trip. Following the trip, flow continued to the stecnidumps ,

and the TDAINP from Steam Generator 1 until the TDAIN pump was removed from service.= !

Steam also continued through tle steam generator-PORV, which remained open longer than-
intended.

Etsam_Eressure

Pretrip steam generator pressure was constant at 865 psig. Posttrip, steam-generator - !
pressure rose to 1025 psig_within one minute. then slowly _dwcreased due.to:the cooling

,

affect of AIN. The lowest steam generator. pressure during'the transient is 921 psig. ;.

Steam pressure returned to no-load pressure, and Tava returned to 548 degrees:F. " i
;

St. cam _Generatorleni |
'

Prior to the event, all steam generator levels varied at or near 44' percent.- The Steam
Generator 2 level dropped after the inverter failed, as.previously discussed.. After

,

the reactor tripped. AIN flow was started to recover the levels. Steam Generators.1,
3, and 4 water levels recovered to approximately 35 percent:to-40 percent within.1.5 .

hours. Steam Generator 2 water level recovered to approximately 20 percent in about ' '

2.5 hours. Reasons for the longer recovery period for Steam Generator 2 are provided=
below. .j

Regulation Valve 1-FCV-3-48 was. experiencing control air leakage _ prior:to the1 reactor 7

trip. . The valve was tested for response and the:1eakage_was-determined to not have an a
effect._ The inverter failure resulted in this' valve driving closed.-instead'of drifting
closed like.the other three loops' regulating valves.--In addition. Steam Generator'2

~

PORV remained open longer than. Intended. A combination of the above resulted:in |
additional mass loss in Steam Generator 2 prior-to and following the' reactor trips'
Therefore, a longer period of time was required to; recover the-Steam Generator (2 water'
level by AIN. ' '

ContainmenLfreasurA_andlempiraturelRadiation:

No perturbations were observed in: containment' pressure,ttemperature, or radiation, b'ut
a containment ventilation isolation (CVI) occurred from_ loss'of: power to the radiation-

> monitors.- -

!

;

J
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Pressuriterlevel

Pressurizer level was constant at 58 percent pretrip. Response of the pressurizer
level to the transient closely parallels that of RCS pressure and temperature. Level
dropped due to cooling of the RCS.

At approximately 30 minutes into this event, pressure was stabilized per program at
approximately 24 percent. Pressurizer level reacted within the bounds of a loss of
feodwater flow event as described in the UFSAR.

Shutdown.liargin

Pretrip, the reactor was operating above the minimwn insertion limits, and by
definition, adequate shutdown margin was available. Following the trip, expected
cooldown occurred as has been previously discussed. Adequate shutdown _ margin was
maintained in accordance with ES-0.1 and 1-SI-NXX-000-002.0, " Shutdown Margin."

Reactor _ Power

'

The reactor was operating at 98 percent before the trlp occurred. UFf4AR analysis for
loss of normal feed flow assumes 102 percent rated thermal power. Upon receipt of the
trip signal the shutdown and control banks dropped into the core, and reactor power
rapidly decreased as expected.

00RRECIIVF.LACIl0N

The immediate action taken by the operators was to stabilize the unit in accordance
with the applicable plant inattuctions. A posttrip review team was assembled and an
assessment of the cause of the trip and the response of the unit was begun.

The vital inverter was repaired and returned to service at 2044 EDT on-

September 15, 1990.

A modification to replace the Units 1 and 2120V ac vital instrument power board
transfer switches with snap-action-type switches has been initiated. This modification
wili be completed before start-up from the Unit 1 Cycle 6 and the Unit 2 Cye.le 6 '

refueling outages for the Unit 1 and Unit 2 inverters, respectively.

In the interim, a caution order has been developed that identifies the potential
problem with transferring the 120V ac vital instrument power boards during unit
operation. The order identifies that the boards should not be transferred except in
emergency situations or as approved by upper plant management.

Additionally, the Loop 2 steam generator PORV setpoint controller was also subsequently
recalibrated. The air leak on Steam Generator 2 main-feedwater regulator valve was
also repaired. Other minor equipment' anomalies noted during or after the trip on the
steam dwnp control system, heater drain tank level control system, and the A bypass
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reactor trip breaker were corrected befors the equipmerit was returned to service. WA
also evaluated the resetting of the first-out annunciator prior to identification of
the first-out alarm from a human perfotmance standpoint. Placards reminding the
operators to record the first-out annunciator before resetting Jt, were placed next to
the reset switches as a result of this evaluation. As a teault of the sudden pressure
relay actuation on Main Bank Transformer IA, the spare transformer was placed in
service on September 16, 1990.

A follow-up investigation of F-250 computer performance and capabilities har,been
conducted under a condition adverse to quality report. The investigation revealed that
the P-250 computer sequence of events data was lost becauce the computer was
" overloaded," i.e., the machine was not capable of recording all of the simultant.ous
" change-of-states" of the luputs it was inonitoring. The P-250 computer receives
contact inputs from the new digital process protection instrument racks. If a power
failure of the process protection rack occuro, all of the inputs change state
simultaneously, and thereby overload the sequence of events program. This condition
will not occur for other transient conditions, as the inputs will not change state
simultaneously. An evaluation was performed to determine if a significant number of
the points monitored by the sequence of events program on the P-250 computer could be
removed. It was determined that no significant improvement could be made in this
manner.

Corrective act!.on taken was the installation of a spare P-250 computer for diagnostic
and assessment capability. The spare P-250 computer allows various enhancements to the
system to be tested and " fine-tuned" before they are installed on the online machines.

Ongoing efforts associated with plant annunciator systems are also expected to reduce
the load on the P-250 computer. The new annunciator system that is being installed
will have its own microprocessor generated sequence, which could allow the removing of

,

some of the sequence of events points from the P-250 computer.

AlllllT10NAL_IREORIAIl0B

There have been no previous reports of reactor trips resulting from the failure of a
vital inverter.

C0t211H1ENIS

1. A follow-up investigation of P-250 computer performance and capabilities is being
conducted under a condition adverse to quality report. A revision of this LER will
be issued to update corrective action when that investigation is completed.

3(Revision 1 of this LER satisfied-this commitment.) I

2. A modification to replace the Units 1 and 2120V ac vital instrument power board
transfer switches with snap-action-type switches.has been initiated. This
modification will be completed before start-up from the Unit 1 Cycle 6 and the

.. Unit 2 Cycle 6 refueling outages for the Unit 1 and Unit 2 inverters, respectively.W
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